Remote acoustic illumination using time reversal and a surface ship.
Time-reversal (TR) transmission of the Green's function between a time-reversal mirror (TRM) and a probe source (PS) in an acoustic waveguide produces a spatio-temporal focus at the PS location. The TR focus then behaves as a virtual point source in the outbound direction with respect to the TRM. Further, a collection of adjacent TR focuses may constitute a virtual source array (VSA) that can serve as a remote platform, redirecting the focused field to a selected location beyond the VSA for which the Green's function is not available a priori. The practical limitation to the VSA implementation, however, is the requirement of a PS at multiple adjacent locations to obtain the Green's functions between TRM and VSA. Alternatively, this work proposes the use of a surface ship radiating broadband noise as a PS in conjunction with the waveguide invariant theory, instantly generating a horizontal VSA. The feasibility of remote acoustic illumination using a ship and a TRM is demonstrated using numerical simulations in shallow water.